
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of technology
development. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look
at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for technology development

Extensive knowledge of the Technology vertical, to the extent that you can
become a trusted advisor to your clients
Strong organization skills and the ability to balance executing strategy with
the need to deliver short term results
The ability to influence and communicate with colleagues in other offices,
both nationally and internationally
Support Program Development specifically and Flight Academy end users in
all areas of computer hardware, software and peripherals to facilitate
continued efficient work flow
Assist with special projects as required, and coordinate with other teams as
necessary to resolve problems, including HP, AA IT, and vendors
Program, implement, operate, and maintain computer-based training
software, Distance Learning (eLearning), and media used in pilot training
Familiarity with eLearning Management Systems (LMS)
Research and analyze current industry trends in relation to computer systems
in support of flight training, and propose course(s) of action
Analyze, develop, and document required interfaces/graphics software with
local area networks and the internet
Evaluate computer hardware and software to support the various
Instructional Systems and administrative processes

Qualifications for technology development
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Confidently and persuasively convey the merits of
Have a deep understanding of the high end consumer demographic and the
most senior-level business decision-makers and their media and purchasing
habits for the technology category
Meet and exceed monthly, quarterly, and annual advertising and content
revenue across all platforms
Pro-actively manage assigned categories of marketers, analyzing usage
trends within categories, and working closely with counterparts in other sales
offices in developing new business
Maximize revenues/share from existing marketers while pro-actively seeking
out and converting new business on a consistent basis


